New Guy Comes To HPC Campus

A great guy has come to High Point College campus. The new Dean of Student Affairs, Hill Guy, has returned to HPC after nine years of graduate work unbridling various positions.

Dean Guy graduated from HPC after having led a busy active student life and "trying to dip into all the different facets of life at HPC."

He was Vice President to McCulloch Dormitory Council, when McCulloch was the only men's dorm on campus. He was also in Student Legislature and the re-presentative to the State Student Legislators, which has been dis-continued.

He has been Vice President of Pi Kappa Alpha Fraternity, his major in biology, and minor in chemistry, and minor in Biology, and minor in Chemistry, and minor in Environmental Science. In the summer months he is the director at Winneba State Camp in Central Harbor, New Hampshire.

Guy states that when he attended college, he felt that students knew what was happening in the world surrounding them, but they were not involved.

"Today's students are def-initely more aware of what is going on in the world, and they are more open with their knowledge,"

Six Join Faculty

The HPC faculty has six new members this fall, five of them products of southern colleges and universities and numbering those decades among them. Beginning his stint as associate professor of psychology is Morris Franklin Britt, MA, who comes to HPC from a New York-Greensboro managerial consultant firm. A past social worker for 20th the Guilford County Men-tal Health Center and the Patrick Henry Mental Hygiene Clinic in Martinsville, Va., he is to re-ceive his doctorate in education this coming January from UNCG.

Dr. Susan E. Graninger is the new department head and associate professor of modern lan-guages. Her BS and MA are from the University of Virginia and his newly-earned PhD is from UNC. A retired USN Lieutenant Com-mander, Graninger taught in the past at Randolph-Macon Academy, Washington and Lee University, and the University of North Carolina. A Phi Beta Kappa whose thesis was done at Tulane University. She will receive her PhD from the same institution in January, 1971. She holds three fellowships as a graduate student.

An instructor of speech, Mrs. Judy T. Marshall, MA, comes to HPC from the Curry School, where she had been an instructor under an assistantship from the University of North Carolina. Both her BA and MA are from UNCG.

Miss Jacqueline A. Palmer is the new instructor in physical education and health, Holder of a BS from the University of Bridge-port and an MS from UNCG, she comes to HPC from the latter institution, where she was serving as graduate assistant, Assistant Professor of Biology Dr. John E. Ward, Jr., is an instructor at the HPC in Physical Edu-caction and minor in Biology. His BS from the University of Bridgeport and his PhD from the University of North Carolina. He comes to the campus from Drake University, his assistant was a Professorship.

Six Join Faculty

Miss Benna K. Klute, MA, in Assistant Professor of English, Miss Vann, the newest member and a guitarist; and Mickey Jones, one of today's outstanding drummers.


The manager of The First Ed-i-tion, Kenneth Kramer, and an-other manager, Kenneth Pritt, have written a book entitled, "Successful College Concerts," which gives complete detailed instructions on the organization of a concert.

THE FIRST EDITION

1st Edition Tries Again

Kenny Rogers & The First Edition will arrive at High Point College this fall to give the concert which had to be can-celled last spring due to unfor-seen circumstances.

Last February, the group was to have performed in Memorial Auditorium, but because of bad weather, their incoming flight was cancelled.

The students of HPC received an apology from them in the form of a letter, which was printed in The Hi-Po, stating that it was the first appointment they had failed to attend, and made a generous offer to perform at half price.

The First Edition will appear at HPC on October 14, presenting such songs as "Just Drop-ped In to See What Condition My Condition Is In," "Baby, Don't Take Your Love to Town," "Something's Buring," and their latest hit, "Tell It All Brother."

The group was formed when Kenny Rogers and Mike Settle of Randy Sparks' New Christy Minstrels got together. Mike Settle has since gone into writing for television, but he occasionally composes songs for the group. The rest of the group consists of Terry Williams, a happy gui-tarist; Mary Arden, the only female in the group, and a psy-chology major from Drake Uni-versity; Kim Vann, the newest member and a guitarist; and Mickey Jones, one of today's outstanding drummers.


The manager of The First Ed-i-tion, Kenneth Kramer, and an-other manager, Kenneth Pritt, have written a book entitled, "Successful College Concerts," which gives complete detailed instructions on the organization of a concert.
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Traditionally, a campus newspaper's first editorial of the year is given over to fraternal greetings, fatherly advice, etc. This fall, however, we felt that we need not add to the woes of the Presidents of the college and of the schools. Here may be heard the cheers of the parents of many HPC's new freshman: "My son (or daughter) is supposed to live there!"

To say that these parents were surprised is to make a gross understatement. Say rather that they were horrified and disgusted at the condition many rooms in McCulloch and Woman's Halls and you come much closer to the mark.

The ones who were surprised were the administrators. The condition that we next heard was that some cleaning staff was dragged from the members of the Orientation Committee and much of the obvious dirt and dust was eliminated but even later we could not be sure of the shape that some dozen of the rooms were in. They could not be opened.

Steps should obviously be taken to prevent a repetition of such an embarrassing condition. After scolding the offending parents and fixing the rooms, we must ask if it all happened. No, of course, knows for sure, but we have tried to be helpful and collect some of the more
teres. Some blame the college maintenance department. The amateur cleaners commented on the musty smell and wondered if the place had even been entered, let alone cleaned, during the students' three-month absence.

Others point to the last-year occupants of the two dormitories, and wonder if they could have left the disarray upon their departure.

Finally, there are those who claim that McCulloch and Woman's Halls always look like that, and that this year's new parents are just more sensitive than last's. These are the persons, of course, who advocate rebuilding in place of coverup repairing, and more money spent on dormitories and less on paned, air-conditioned offices.

No matter which of these accusers is correct, it remains up to the college administration to detect the culprits and prevent an unrrrectable recurrence of this incident.

To The Class Of 1974

You now are college men and women. Soon the newness of it will wear off and you will realize what college life is all about.

All of you are starting a period of adjustment. You will be making your own decisions. Some of you will find it easy, and others a little harder, but each of you will mature with the adjustment.

Through this adjustment, you may discover things which are not in your liking—whether it may be certain classes or certain activities, with each discovery you may move in one of four directions: 1) become more sophisticated; 2) gripe; 3) transfer to another school; 4) become apathetic.

Learning this. 

If I can help you in any way at all, my office is

Dean of Students

Monday, September 7, 1970

The Hi-Po

EDITORIALS

DISREPAIR

The Hi-Po will accept and print all signed letters to the editors; reserving only the right to edit for libel and obscenity. Authors' names may be withheld on request. Address letters to the Editor, The Hi - Po, Box 3038, through campus mail.


give in to the pretentiousness, and hypocrisy of the university, with its morass of computerized red tape and assembly-line intelligence.

There are indications that this will be a great year for us.

The second force is that exerted by the supposed culprit, the university, with its morass of computerized red tape and assembly-line intelligence.

The message is heavy. It's not what you do, it's what you are.
New Moms Arrive

Women dormitory students will be seeing some changes and additions among their resident counselors this fall. Two new faces have been added and new assignments have been given to some of the HPC regulars.

Mrs. Francis McKeen-Ker, RN, or "Mrs. Mack" to the initiates, has left her charges in J. Ed Millis Hall to take up residence with her husband in the college infirmary and begin her stint as an on-campus nurse. Taking her place in Millis Hall will be Mrs. Elizabeth Warren, formerly of McCulloch Hall. A newcomer, Mrs. Eunice Wages will take over Mrs. Warren's duties.

Mrs. Wages comes to HPC from Florida, where she has served as a housemother for several years at the Alexander School. She looks forward to the new experience of counseling college men, as her prior work has been with the 14-19 age group.

Mrs. Mary Bennett and Mrs. Monelle Turpin are to remain at their posts in the Co-Ed Dormitory and Women's Hall, respectively. This will be Mrs. Bennett's third year of coping with males as well as females.

Miss Faye Collins of Walker- town, N. C., is the other newcomer to the campus. She is to be the resident counselor for North and Yadkin Halls "not," as emphasis, "the housemother."

Miss Collins is a 33-year-old bachelorette who jokingly refers to marriage as "servitude." She holds two master's degrees: one in education from UNC-Chapel Hill and another in social studies from Appalachian University. She is also working toward her PhD. in education.

As a human relations major and Men's Hall "not," her training in the manual art of pen-and-ink, but cartooning for a newspaper is a totally new thing to her, she states.

Asked if there was anything he'd rather not draw, Reese replied, "Well, I've never been too good at male figure, but I guess there isn't too much call for that kind of work in the 'newspaper.'"

"Rocky" Gene Munger agreed with Reese on the difficulty of depicting female anatomy, "never have been much good with girls, either," he grinned.

As a human relations major going through school on a track scholarship, Munger explained that he likes to do creative work with his hands and that drawing is a natural extension of this urge. "My style, in case you haven't noticed, is awkwardly simple," he added.

A three men relations major going through school on a track scholarship, Munger seems to be the last person one would expect to be a cartoonist, but the Hi-Po's art staff finds his work eminently suitable.

Last of the three men is biology major Richard L. Moore, whose character of "Porgy Tirebiter" is to become a Hi-Po feature beginning next issue.

Munger is a regular in the HPC Tower Players, and lists that in his main area of interest, "I like to do creative things," he explains, "and this is something that never really occurred to me before--plus it's an opportunity to get across a lot of things I've always wanted to say."

"We're going to be looking for the student's reactions," put in Moore, "and are hoping that we can draw what they like."

Editor's note: The projected comic strip in a most ambitious undertaking on the part of the three men.

The number of original character strips in college newspapers can probably be counted on the fingers of one hand. The Hi-Po looks forward to publishing this work.

WELCOME BACK
High Point College
...especially the freshman class, who will find Tobias a friendly place, away from home. Come in and browse and meet us...see the new campus fashions, from head to toe and in between, you'll find the great campus looks right here...at Tobias

High Point Bank and Trust Company

MAIN OFFICE-312 N. MAIN ST.
DOWNTOWN BRANCH- 441 S. MAIN ST.
FAIRFIELD PLAZA BRANCH-SOUTH MAIN ST.

Student Union Organizational Meeting Monday Sept. 7 in Student Center

The Hi-Po
HI-PO 'Toons Up

The Hi-Po begins its press runs this fall with new art, not two, but three new cartoonists; all of them 19-year-old sophomores.

Art major Michael E. Reese is a well-known campus entertainment figure. His latest performance was for the freshmen during orientation, his singing drew wild applause and two encores.

Reese comes from Comersville, Indiana, where he first became interested in art in high school, "I've been drawing ever since and I've always preferred pen-and-ink, but cartooning for a newspaper is a totally new thing with me," he states.

Asked if there was anything he'd rather not draw, Reese replied, "Well, I've never been too good at male figure, but I guess there isn't too much call for that kind of work in the newspaper."

"Rocky" Gene Munger agreed with Reese on the difficulty of depicting female anatomy, "I never have been much good with girls, either," he grinned.

As a human relations major going through school on a track scholarship, Munger explained that he likes to do creative work with his hands and that drawing is a natural extension of this urge. "My style, in case you haven't noticed, is awkwardly simple," he added.

As a human relations major going through school on a track scholarship, Munger seems to be the last person one would expect to be a cartoonist, but the Hi-Po's art staff finds his work eminently suitable.

Last of the three men is biology major Richard L. Moore, whose character of "Porgy Tirebiter" is to become a Hi-Po feature beginning next issue.

Munger is a regular in the HPC Tower Players, and lists that in his main area of interest, "I like to do creative things," he explains, "and this is something that never really occurred to me before--plus it's an opportunity to get across a lot of things I've always wanted to say."

"We're going to be looking for the student's reactions," put in Moore, "and are hoping that we can draw what they like."

Editor's note: The projected comic strip in a most ambitious undertaking on the part of the three men.

The number of original character strips in college newspapers can probably be counted on the fingers of one hand. The Hi-Po looks forward to publishing this work.

NORTH STATE TELEPHONE COMPANY Features Low Long Distance Rates AFTER 7 PM DAILY ALL DAY SATURDAY & SUNDAY
SU Presents Concert

The Student Union presented The Marlboro's and Freedom '70 to HPC on Wednesday, September 3, as the last of the Orientation program. The Marlboro's came to HPC straight from Salisbury, North Carolina, their hometown. As for Freedom '70, they had to attend a hall meeting on the day before the show to be briefed on the many personality conflicts. The original groups of four and four, eight members split into two bachelors! Four better-rehearsed and better-sounding singers than those last year, hardly ever seen except on national television and famous stages.

The contrast between Freedom '70 and the Marlboros is almost a paradox of the old HPC argument: should campus entertainment be oriented towards students or for the entertainers or "audience?" (an over-simplif- fing categorization) for the yankees? The president has hopefully been drawn by this concert. That in, let there be both a compromise and include both, let the soul be modern and the "jankee music" predominant.

Help stamp out bachelors!

The New Rathkeiler
Open Under New Management

Wednesday Nights — $1.00 — Ladies Night — $1.00 Beer

HALF-PRICE SPECIAL FOR STUDENTS!
Pre-tax, if you are a tax paying student, on all pizzas on Monday, September 14, 1970

The New Rathkeiler
1221 Monument Avenue at Five Points

Concert
Let it Happen

By DAVID STEVES

The wall of Memorial Auditorium withstood perhaps the strongest musical attack that has ever been made upon them last Wednesday as the Marlboros and Freedom '70 took turns in the small hall.

This is not to describe the sounds that the two groups put out as insinuations of an attacking horse; far from it. Any attempt at attachment of descriptive words to their music must include contemporary, strong, and interesting, but not least, well . . . . . . . was not.

The Marlboros led the hall, and they came on strong; very, very strong. The bass man could be observed making a few minor adjustments after the first member, (in his volume, thank God), but aside from that minor and momentary flaw, they turned in a very good job of musicianship. Good, here, must be noticed to be an entirely different concept from the other. The Marlboros are, I feel, more of a dance band than a "show" band, and it showed just a tad.

The highlights of their portion of the show were definitely their vocalists. Four better-rehearsed and better-sounding singers than those last year, hardly ever seen except on national television and famous stages.

The contrast between Freedom '70 and the Marlboros is almost a paradox of the old HPC argument: should campus entertainment be oriented towards students or for the entertainers or "audience?" (an over-simplifying categorization) for the yankees? The president has hopefully been drawn by this concert. That is, let there be both a compromise and include both, let the soul be modern and the "jankee music" predominant.

Help stamp out bachelors!

The New Rathkeiler
Open Under New Management

Wednesday Nights — $1.00 — Ladies Night — $1.00 Beer

HALF-PRICE SPECIAL FOR STUDENTS!
Pre-tax, if you are a tax paying student, on all pizzas on Monday, September 14, 1970

The New Rathkeiler
1221 Monument Avenue at Five Points
New Student Center Moves
To Montlieu Avenue

On Wednesday, September 9, the Board of Trustees finally made the decision to build the new Student Center next to Haworth Hall, on Montlieu Avenue.

The Building and Grounds Committee of the Board of Trustees made their final decision from three possible selections. One possible sight was to build the Student Center next to Cooke Hall. This location would have been conveniently located next to the gymnasium.

Adding to the present Student Center, which was the original plan, was disregarded because the thought of hiding a million dollar building seemed senseless.

Advantages of having the new building in the present location would be that it would be located in the center of the campus, and convenient for all students to visit between classes.

Next to Haworth Hall is "the prettiest location and it will provide adequate parking facilities," stated Dr. Patton.

"You see, this building will be semi-public in nature," said Dr. Patton, "it will need to have some facilities other than just for students."

Federal funds for the building have been approved and are in reserve.

"Now all we have to do is wait for Nixon to decide to turn on the funds," stated John Young, SGA president.

The administration welcomes suggestions from students concerning future plans for the present Student Center after the new one is built," commented Dr. Patton.

Instead of demolishing the present Student Center, it will be renovated to meet the facilities for whatever purposes needed. Hopefully, ground will be broken for the new building sometime before this year ends.

The proposed building will cover 33,000 square feet, and provide a cafeteria, a lounge, office space for the SGA and other student organizations, a post office, storage space, a bookstore, the chaplain's office, a card room, a billiard room, and several meeting rooms.
Comparing To What

The Music Of Reason

By CHARLES GOLFF

Some have remarked on the blantant absence of cultural entre- tainment at High Point College. Some have also remarked on the blantant absence of both culture and the arts at High Point College. I would like to know who has been responsible for this. You will no longer be re- quired to fill out numerous cards, only one! Course cards (IBM) will be pre- punched with infor- mation necessary for course reg- istration. Every effort has been made to eliminate waiting in lines during the registration proce- dure.

"You will no longer be re- quired to fill out numerous cards, only one! Course cards (IBM) will be pre- punched with infor- mation necessary for course reg- istration. Every effort has been made to eliminate waiting in lines during the registration procedure."

Dear Editor:

We are hypernervous. In the course of public life. We are not going to buy presents for Christmas, the Little An- gels of Korea will present national dances of South Korea. Superb choreography and an oriental atmosphere will heighten the evening.

Let credit be given where credit is due. The administration has finally decided upon the location of the new Student Center building. (Continued on Page 3)
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Hi-Po Students Begin Skiing on the Ice Monday, September 15, 1970

Hi-Po Ski Day -- Tickets $3.00 and $4.00. Tickets may be purchased at the Tower Union on Monday, September 15, at 6 p.m. or through your regular campus mail.

Editor's Note

The Hi-Po Ski Day tickets will be on sale at 6 p.m. Monday, September 15th, at the Tower Union. This will be the only time tickets will be sold. The Hi-Po Ski Day will also be presented on Tuesday, September 16th, at 6 p.m. at the Tower Union. The Hi-Po Ski Day is a fundraiser for the Hi-Po Scholarship Fund.

Hi-Po Ski Day will feature music, food, and entertainment, including a ski show and a variety of other activities. The Hi-Po Ski Day will be open to all Hi-Po students and their guests. Tickets are $3.00 and $4.00, and can be purchased at the Tower Union on September 15th at 6 p.m. or through your regular campus mail.

Hi-Po Ski Day is organized by the Hi-Po Student Council and is open to all Hi-Po students and their guests. For more information, please contact the Hi-Po Student Council at the Tower Union.

The Hi-Po Ski Day is a popular event, and tickets are expected to sell out quickly. Mark your calendars and get your tickets early to ensure your spot at this exciting event.
HPC’s Fall Sports
Start To Shape Up

With the official practice schedule beginning on October 25, HPC’s basketball program is pointing to an excellent young team as the team met September 9 and a conditioned program begins today, Monday, September 14.

Coach Robert Vaughn’s prospects are good with the addition of three heavily-recruited and signed freshmen: Pete Collins, a 6’5” forward-center who hailed from High Point, N. C.; Mike Clark, a 6’8” center from Falls Church, Virginia; and a 6’3” guard Teddy Lewis from Alexandria, Virginia.

Although it is anticipated that some seniors will appear on HPC’s court this season, the returning lettermen should spurn the team to a championship. The returning lettermen are: forward and team captain, Junior John Kirkman, 6’6”; and forward Junior Joe Wilson, 6’6”; forward-center Steve Allen, 6’7”; guard Teddy Smith, 6’2”; Black Poellotter, 6’, 3”; and guard Tom Gill, 6’2”.

Action can also be expected from Sophomores Bill McGhee and Tom Steed.

Panthers track coach Bob Davidson is looking for a repeat last year when the team captured the NAIA conference record. Last fall, gaining the HPC cross country record, finishing 19th, and also posted a 6’8” forward-center who hails from Bethesda, Maryland, who finished second in his state last year.

“We’ll have a real young team,” said Davidson, “but we expect to be real strong and hope for a repeat of last year’s performance. Our upperclassmen should all be improved and Turmala should be an outstanding runner for us this fall.”

Two of Hartman’s previous freshmen baseball recruits were picked in the spring professional draft.

Robert Worthington of Baltimore, Maryland, an infielder who was the leading hitter in his area last year with an average of .500, was drafted by the Philadelphia Phillies, while Dean Roer, a 6’3” left-hander from Falls Church, Virginia, who hurled his American Legion team to the state finals this summer, was drafted by the Chicago Cubs.

Zeta Tau Alpha
Zeta Tau Alpha will travel to Burlington, N. C., this Saturday to pledge a new Zeta chapter at Elon College. HPC’s Zetas are responsible for the entire service, and will be on hand to greet some 100 Zetas’ from North Carolina planning to attend the event.

North and Yadkin Dormitory Council met for the first time this week and will be on hand to approve some 100 Zetas’ from North Carolina planning to attend the event.

Field hockey practice was held for the first time last week under the direction of Coach Jacqueline Palmer. Regular dates for future practices were set at 4 p.m. on Monday, Wednesday, and Friday, and at 5 p.m. on Tuesday and Thursday. From basic skills, up-grading practices will progress to higher levels of development, such as team competition and strategy and enlightened understanding of the rules and regulations of the game.

Almost all of HPC’s academic departments were present among the 25 seniors who tried out.

Fifteen were newcomers to the squad; Miss Palmer commented after the workout on the proficiency demonstrated by the freshmen. Experienced gained in inter-lah school competition among northern schools is the explanation, she feels.

Last year’s team recorded 1 win and 6 losses. Commenting, Miss Palmer said: “There is a lot of potential on the hockey team as seen from last year as well as the ability shown by newcomers.”

Opposing the team will be such college teams as Appalachian State.

(Continued on Page 3)
HPC Takes Progressive Step
With Contract Program

ANTHROPOLOGICALLY SPEAKING:

1. A skillful use of the English language which permits him to speak and write with clarity, precision, and effectiveness.
2. A reasonable competence in a foreign language, i.e., a reading knowledge of the language.
3. An awareness of contemporary problems.
4. A basic understanding of the humanities, natural sciences, and social sciences and an awareness of the inter-relationships of these areas.
5. A knowledge and understanding of information resources, i.e., the retrieval of information in a given area of study.
6. The ability to successfully undertake and complete independent study projects.
7. A background in the history and economics of American society.
8. A reasonable competence in a concentration area and in related areas.
9. A basic understanding of the Christian heritage of our nation and its value systems.

Students genuinely interested may contact Dr. Epperson on the third floor, Haworth Hall, before the drop deadline of October 3.
EXPANSION

The new snack bar has all the adequate facilities to be used efficiently. The Student Food Court fountain area is too cramped, and between classes, is too rushed to provide efficient quick service.

Surely there are many students on this campus desiring part-time jobs, who would be willing to work during the day in the snack bar, if it were to open all the time.

If the snack bar could be opened every day (weekends included), students could be waited on with more facility and also have more all down and rap with girls.

I believe students would be willing to overcome the realization that the snack bar presently does not have accommodating space for certain food preparatory equipment, as they have never had.

The snack bar offers a large enough variety of foods and drinks to satisfy the hungriest student.

Also, the book store would then be able to expand, making full use of the available space to better display and sell their wares.

As it is now, clothes, jewelry, and mugs, etc. are hidden in the book store along with popular paperback books.

If the snack bar were to be opened full time, and the book store reopened, perhaps all concerned would benefit.

Editor's Mail

Fall is here once again and along with it comes the fraternity and sorority rush. What a shock! Here we are rushing about those activities, as the freshmen and transfers are truly rushed into making that decision as whether or not to join one of those costly organizations.

Amidst all the parties, the singing, laughter, and "great kids" who are trying their hardest to get the inexperienced into joining their circles of love and brotherhood, there exists a tension, unseen to the rusher, but definitely felt by the members of the sororities.

Just ask a few members; you will hear answers such as "What pain in the neck," or "I just don't have time to be playing pick-and-choose with all these kids."

If you're rushing, don't ask these questions to a member--guaranteed, you'll only hear about how much fun it is to meet all the new prospects. It's a prospectus because first they have to decide if you're good enough for them.

But listen behind the scenes and you will here hear stories of meeting apart their sisters and sometimes, on a good day, their entire chapter. Some who has declined, deserted, or deserted, etc. They can honestly tell you the real story behind these"great kids." They can fill you in on the harassments, and the grief that they had to take for liking things for girls "that a good sorority girl just don't like." It isn't fair to accuse all the Greeks of this. I understand that most of the men don't really know who their sisters date, etc. etc. It's a different story when many of the sisters, feel hurt around.

Another downside of the system is the pledging. You may or may not have heard of "Hill Week." This is the week during which the pledges go through exactly that--"Hill Week." Although this is an outlawed practice on the campus, it is a mirror of relativity, that is, relative to what you think is happening. If you consider sitting nude in the snow for an allotted amount of time "hilarious," or really don't mind having your chest whipped into a mass of wells, I guess you could consider this on this type of thing. You don't BELIEVE me? There is one particular male on this campus who, several years ago, spent one full night uttering sour words, inflected in "hilarious" by the older members.

Girls, you don't have to worry about being brute beings--about being国网 animals and sorority rush. However, you may not appreciate the sudden fall in your social standing or your room entirely devasted. You may especially not like to have half your belongings stolen and the members run away. If you think V.O.L. was bad, your GIl roommate will really clean you out, believe me. If you are sorority rush, you are really so rushed to destroy your interior decorating job that you are not concerned about whose things they take. Your room mates are really giving you gratis to dispel you to find underwear missing right along with yours.

I don't, however, feel so bad about the Greeks. They have a lot of good times together because they that live through rush and pledging) and if you're a Greek, there's always someone there to turn to, in case you're the type that can't make your own friends without the aid of a bond. If you're the insecure type I haven't never had a date to do your life, guaranteed of your sisters or brothers will find you one. You may not be as black as "the average girl," but at least it's better than you thought you would ever have. You don't have time to consider the whole thing. It is also very helpful if you want to be a cheerleader or in a prominent Court. All of your sisters have to vote for you (or pay a fine) and you can even swap votes with the other sisters. They'll vote for your sisters if you vote for theirs.

So before you rush into these unobstinate groups, consider carefully what you are in for. For they are good for some, but not all who join. Make sure this is what you want. This is a small campus and you will see the same people over and over again. You won't have to rely on your security to help you out when friend is needed. You'll know a lot of people outside of your fraternity or sorority. Have a large university campus, a group such as this is mainly necessary, as you may never see the people you have met more than once or twice. But on a campus like HPC, You'll have plenty of friends. Don't look for security in a fraternity or sorority. There are many other organizations on this campus. Please think over this final decision carefully and rationally. It could be a very important choice, as you will later see. I did.

Name withheld by request.
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PORSY TIREBITER

"I'M GONNA GET A CUP OF COFFEE, YOU WANT ONE?"

Take Five

By CHARLES GOLFF

Some of my peers have suggested that I limit my column to creative or critical commentary. That I concern myself more with the message rather than the media (social calendar).

Their opinions merit a great deal of thought.

Whether one is engaged as a student, sorority, journalistic sister or trash collector, he or she is obligated to justify his or her pursuits.

I do not offer to the readers a double-dose of the regulations, repetitions and requirements which they are so accustomed, but what is, in my opinion, a highly refined method of education.

Far from compulsory, it requires little more than the denial of a six-pack and has far more lasting results.

Education is truth's most formidable ally and to educate, in the purist sense of the word, is to lead out, not to carry out, but to lead us out of the morass of universal ignorance.

Education is defined by Webster as a process of training, I find this Pavlovian inference quite disconcerting, especially when one considers the highly advanced stage to which man has evolved.

Videos are not compelled by law to subject themselves to open-mouth programming.

Because of my contempt for role stimulus and role response, I greet eagerly the advent of the Contract Program, The Greensboro Symphony's 1970-71 season and the distinguished lecturers and musical artistes listed:

Oct. 6 - 10: Gregory, comm., edit., author, lecturer and actor will appear at Guilford College's Dana Auditorium at 8:00 p.m.

He is a man with a message of freedom and equality not only for the Negro but for the entire human race. His biography "Nie-gro" has become a best seller, but what he wants the world to hear above all things is that:

"Rondo a la Turk" fame, is an international artist Gerry Mulligan will appear at Greensboro Auditorium, Brus- beeck, of Take Five and Blue Note fame, is an international figure in the world of jazz, Mulligan, like Brubeck, helped give birth to the west coast style of "progressive jazz . The Symphony will begin its program with Bruns and Wagner and the Brubeck Trio will pick up with "Light and Wilderness," informal dress.

Nov. 10 - CBS correspondent Roger Mudd will appear at Guilford College's Dana Auditorium at 8:00 p.m.

He is a man with a message of freedom and equality not only for the Negro but for the entire human race. His biography "Nie-gro" has become a best seller, but what he wants the world to hear above all things is that:

"Rondo a la Turk" fame, is an international artist Gerry Mulligan will appear at Greensboro Auditorium, Brus- beeck, of Take Five and Blue Note fame, is an international figure in the world of jazz, Mulligan, like Brubeck, helped give birth to the west coast style of "progressive jazz . The Symphony will begin its program with Bruns and Wagner and the Brubeck Trio will pick up with "Light and Wilderness," informal dress.

Nov. 18 - The Greensboro Symphony, under the conductors of Sherman Morgenstern, will appear at Greensboro Auditorium.

Their program will include; Concerto in E minor by Tchaikovsky, overture from Cor- onel, Rimsky-Korsakov's La- di, Chopin's Cello Con- certo and the distinguished lecturers and musical artistes listed:

Dec. 2 - The infamous Jerry Rubins will speak at GuilfordCol- leges Dana Auditorium at 8:00 p.m. Constitution Yippie (You

(Continued on Page 3)
Dave Brubeck Returns With Jazz Performances

The Greensboro Symphony Orchestra will present Dave Brubeck and Gerry Mulligan on October 13.

Brubeck disbanded his famous Quartet in December of 1967 when his music was in the greatest demand, so he would have time to compose more extended works.

The Brubeck Quartet had played the White House, Carnegie Hall, 13 consecutive New Year Jazz Festivals, with numerous symphony orchestras, virtually every college campus in the U.S., and the great concert halls of the world on tours for the State Department and for independent impresarios.

Brubeck, Kemmons and Company created a sound and style whose influence on today's music cannot be accurately evaluated for many years.

They had new trails not only in music, but in life, as Newport Festival impresario George Wein observed, "When we never need to break new ground for jazz, Brubeck is the first in the program." He was the first focus man on the cover of TIME, the first selected to Playboy's Hall of Fame. He could look back on a lifetime of unmatched success.

His most ambitious undertaking ever, his first oratorio, "The Light in the Wilderness," his February 1968 premiere in Cincinnati and a subsequent Decca recording heralded the arrival of Brubeck as a composer to be reckoned with on all levels. Whereas most new music is fortunate to receive a second hearing, requests poured in for the oratorio. It has since been performed more than 30 times, including a nationwide CBS telecast on Easter Sunday 1966; seven times on a European tour by the Cincinnati Symphony and Philharmonic Hall.

Consequently he could participate in performances of the oratorio, Brubeck formed a new trio, selecting two of the most respected sidemen in jazz: bassist Jack Jieh and percussionist Alan Dawson.

Jazz fans were not to be neglected in favor of the oratorio; Brubeck invited tuxedo saxophonist Gerry Mulligan to appear as guest artist with the Trio at the 1966 New Orleans Jazz Festival, on a Mexican Tour, and on his Columbia recordings. Brubeck and Mulligan now perform together several dozen times a year, on those occasions when Brubeck is not performing the oratorio or his new cantata, "The Gates of Justice." For three years, Brubeck's Quartet has been the preeminent jazz group in the world, "the most talented of all," according to critic Dave Ianniello.

"Gerry usually hates piano players," says Brubeck. "Dave Brubeck has long been the fast-shelled boy of the jazz world. He achieved national acclaim with his husky masterpiece, "Take Five.""

Christian Activist Speaks

The Finch Lectures on October 6 and 7 will be delivered by Rev. James M. Lawson, Jr., pastor of Centenary United Methodist Church of Memphis, Tennessee.

In conjunction with the Student Christian Association, the Assembly and Artist Committee, has arranged for a public lecture by Lawson on Tuesday, September 6, in Memorial Auditorium.

Wednesday, October 7, Lawson will again speak at the required assembly for all HPC students. Opportunities will also be provided for discussion Wednesday afternoon and evening.

Lawson, an activist in the Christian movement, has always worked and campaigned for non-violence as the method of protest and change.

The late Dr. Martin Luther King, with whom Lawson was associated for many years, called him "the leading non-violent theorist and strategist in the world."

In 1960, while he was a student at Vanderbilt University, he was one of the organizers of the sit-in movement that brought the first civil rights case to court. For that action he was expelled by the Executive Committee of the Board of Trustees, although the faculty of the Divinity School supported him. Lawson was later reinstated.

Lawson was one of the founders of the Student Non-Violent Coordinating Committee and for some years he was Southern Director of the Fellowship of Reconciliation, moving into church work in the early 1970's as Associate National Director.

"Now, after years of friendship, these two giants are performing together for the first time," says Brubeck.

"I'm honored," says Brubeck.
Gratiot Tours USSR, History From Different Angle

By ELAINE CONKLIN

Over the summer Dr. Paul Gratiot, head of the History Department at HPC, took his sub-

Hire, among them was the time

Gartiot said, "For me it was a
discovery in eastern Europe. I

Gratiot, head of the History De.

The tour consisted of a look

draped over their faces, and

dog's bark at the cars. Here in

The Kakumaru, similar to our

International Christian Univer.

language, Yoshii gave a clever

"Sometimes I have to really

"The most fun was at the

thing is being

"Japanese Student

Dr. Paul Gratiot saw many fine examples of Baroque Architecture in Russia

Dr. Paul Gratiot recalled several in-

Gartiot recalculated sever-

Japanese Student Comes To Learn

By LINDA BAGBY

Among the various new stu-

Japanese Student Comes To Learn

Dr. Paul Gratiot saw many fine examples of Baroque Architecture in Russia

meaning.
Hi-Po Staff Meeting
Tuesday, September 15,
Room 9, Harrison Hall at 4 p.m.
Cross-Country Lines Up

As fall approaches so begins a new season for the HPC cross-country team who will open at home against Campbell College, September 30, at 4:00 p.m. This year the barrières will be racing for their third straight national on November 17, and the District and State competitions to be held in Raleigh.

Last year the Panther runners rallied to a 6-4 record including victories over Wake Forest, Dav.

COACH DAVIDSON AND MIKE TURNULA

District 26 title under the capable leadership of Coach Bob Davidson.

District 26 title under the capable leadership of Coach Bob Davidson.

Other team personal includes Clay Davis, and Richard Lichford, both sophomores and members of the first team, Mid-District NAI.

To ease the pain of the loss of Mike Johnson, who transferred to Oregon, will be Gene Munger who was sidelined as the result of an injury he suffered during mid-season last year.

Senior Eric Sorens, the fourth HPC clipper to receive All-District honors, is another reason for Davidson's optimistic forecast.

Walter Mants is the only returning senior. He placed on the All-District team of last year.

Other runners include freshmen Bob Goetchman, a product of Myers Park High School, Charlotte, N. C., and Russell Jones.

John, thanks for the encouragement, M.

For Sale: Smith-Corona Portable typewriter.

For Sale: Smith-Corona Portable typewriter. Brand new. Only $90. See Marcia Little, Rm. 305 W.

The Cougar will come into the game with a "set" lineup in that the regular season opener in Miami is on October 15. Several new faces will be in that lineup, including Ira Hage, the 6'9" center obtained during the offseason from Washington. Gary Bradds will probably get the starting nod at one forward, while veteran Randy Mulhaff will start at the other. Guards will likely be Littles, and Bob Vega, the Cougar's leading scorer last year.

GREEK NEWS . . .

JEWELERS

ArtCarved® DIAMOND RINGS

He's chosen you. You've dreamed about it a thousand times, but never thought it would happen: Chances are, you've even dreamed about your engagement ring. And what it would be like. Something special, of course. To remain as beautiful through the years as this love you share. We probably have just the ring you want in our artfully-carved assortment of styles, diamond shapes and sizes. Because it's an ArtCarved, you can be sure its quality will match its beauty. Do come see us soon.

NORTH STATE TELEPHONE COMPANY

Features Low Long Distance Rates

AFTER 7 PM DAILY

ALL DAY SATURDAY & SUNDAY
Committee Suggests Controls For Campus Disruptions

See page 4 & 5

Woman's Liberation Front Presents Speaker

See page 5

Student Legislature Lays Down Law On Organizational Budgets

See page 3
**Editorials**

**POLICY MAKING**

It is the Hi-Po's policy to print all signed letters addressed to the Editor, reserving only the right to edit for libel and obscenity. Author's names may be withheld on request.

Letters to the Editor do not necessarily reflect the opinion or views of The Hi-Po. These letters are written by students, faculty, administration, or members of the public, with the purpose in mind to voice an idea which otherwise might not be heard.

The letter printed in the last issue, Monday, September 21, was just another student expressing his or her opinion.

The ideas in the letter were in no way those of The Hi-Po.

It is also the policy that open request a name may be withheld, the Editor being the only member of the staff who knows the true identity of the author. The Editor is not obligated to reveal the name to any student, faculty member, or administrator.

**ADVISING**

Although the Presidential Commission on Campus Ureast is directed at large educational institutions, small colleges can also benefit from it.

Students, faculty, administration, trustees, police, national and international problems all contribute to the seedlings of student violence.

Recommendations are presented for the President to "exercise his recording moral leadership, as the first step to prevent violence and disordering.

As the old saying goes, "That's easier said than done." The Commission cleverly ignores mentioning methods which the President could employ to inquire tranquility.

The Commission managed to suggest means of preventing disorders for most of the other groups-the government (state and local), police groups, college administrations, and students.

The Commission should have been forgotten by students-their "hallowed halls" of the elementary rules of society-those of quietly allowing a person to speak without fear interrupted; remembering that not all viewpoints coincide; and that tamers should be controlled.

The Commission emphasizes the need for students and faculty to have a voice in the policies which concern them.

This only makes sense.

In a school such as HPC, the trustees who determine policies, are distant from the actual conditions they are considering.

Students and faculty should be given opportunity to express their beliefs and concerns to the trustees before any final decision is reached.

The Commission's last year when students were able to discuss their feelers toward open door visitations with the members of the Board.

Even though open visitation was voted down, the trustees were more aware of the needs of the HPC students, than they had previously been.

This type of communication is valuable, and should be expanded.

The ideas of inviting the individual trustees to live on campus for 24 hours, without any privileges, has become a reality.

The SGA President has extended written invitations to all the trustees.

We sit back and wait to see if the invitations are accepted.

If only a few are accepted, then perhaps the trustees should once again read the Commission's report.

---

**Editor's Mail**

Dear Editor,

I recognize that The Hi-Po is happy to pick up money from advertisements, but I question the ethics of accepting an ad from the "Free Life Church," such an ad appeared in the September 14 issue.

For a "free will donation" this ad offers any college or high school drop-out all the advantages of a graduate degree, and all the privileges of a student body. Why bother to ridicule any ad?

Very truly yours,
William L. Locke

Dear Editor:

Flies and my appetite are not very compatible and I am

amazed that the condition in Harison Hall is allowed to continue.

Not only is there a battle between the flies and the uncooked student of the HPC kitchen, but one must contend with the unbearable heat. The final result is loss of appetite and pure disgust.

One should not have to tolerate these conditions so long as we are footing the bill. Students who enter on the entrance ways, ventilation fans, if not air conditioned, should be notified by the police of the College of an impending outdoor gathering.

So please let us eat some "food" in comfort.
A Hungry Freshman.

**NO, IT CAME WITH THE ROOM**

Beware The Old Mole

By CHARLES GOLDF

In a warning to the Russian aristocracy, Lenin formulated a subtle analogy between a mole and a proletarian revolution.

One of the more broadcasted attributes of a mole is his or her (for you adherents to the Women's Lib Movement) unseen and unobtrusive nature for burrowing a labyrinth, designed to foil the strictest of homes and, if you please, quasi-republicanism.

One might ask why the mole is working under the system and not in it.

This is a favorite suggestion of those government administrators who look to hide their time and corruption by tossing a bone to the populace.

One of this century's most effective Civil Right's bills.

President Nixon was reported to have said that a vote for 18 year olds was desirable, but might best be accomplished through a Constitutional Amendment rather than ordinary legislation.

This brings to mind the strength of the movement in which the people understand "election by popular vote" finds itself.

Fifty cooks spoil the broth.

Because a vote against the nation-wide lowering of the voting age to 18 would have, in effect, emasculated the Voting Rights Act of 1965, both measures passed.

They will go into effect on January 1, 1971.

Congress, in anticipating a Supreme Court test, provided for one to be made before the act takes place.

Two sections of the 14th Amendment will be under fire; Section 2: "all males being 21 years of age," and Section 1: "equal protection of laws."

In marae, the youth constituency represents 10 percent of the voting populace.

I pray that we can avoid that category which Alexander Hamilton deplored and so aptly described as the "tyranny of the populace."

We will have the potential and power for constructive reform throughout the system.

What remains to be seen is whether or not we will emulate a less pronounced characteristic of the mole; his shortsightedness.

**The Hi-Po**
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La Mar Predicts Future

SGA Working Budget in Bind

SGA Treasurer, Don LaMar, presented a bill to Student Legislature last Tuesday evening, September 24, requesting an increase in the Student Activity Fee. In the 1970-71 SGA Budget, we have to take $35,510.00 from the operating budget of the college, stated La Mar. "If we increased the Activity Fee we would have to look at the school operating fee," he said.

"If an increase in the Student Activity Fee should occur, it will first have to be passed by the Board of Trustees.

"If the trustees should refuse to pass the bill that the Student Activity Fee increase the amount of money given to the SGA budget by about $110,000.00, the SGA will not even be able to maintain the status quo of this year. But a reduction would have to take place in all SGA funded organizations to stay under the present $50,000.00 limit that can be given to the SGA from the student activity fee.

"We are presently paying twice and making up for the lack of an increase in the operating budget. Organizations that do not charge for their services, such as the publications, are being put under a greater strain to pull in more advertisements for revenue.

"We are presently nearing, and will meet this spring, the saturation point, where publications will not be able to meet advertising demands, caused by lack of funds and the average student will find himself paying from his pocket for more and more events on campus, instead of the money coming from the SGA. This is intolerable," declared La Mar.

Expanding on another argument, La Mar stated that it is difficult and nearly impossible to budget an organization when large amounts of revenue from ads or gate receipts must be estimated into the budget.

The SGA works with a limited reserve which as of September 22 was approximately $2300.00, and already a serious setback," stated the SGA Treasurer.

With an increase in the SAF, it would not only be easier to budget with less possibility of financial failure, but it would be cheaper for the students to study, would be carrying his own load of financial responsibility to the SGA.

"It would be cheaper because when we are forced to rely on large gate receipts, we must also reserve small amounts of funds for the organizations in case the expected receipts are not met," explained La Mar.

To illustrate his statement, La Mar cited an example, "The Committee of Student Legislature approves a budget for an organization. Legislation passes it, and in figuring in reserves for an organization, during the year it is discovered that reserves aren't needed.

"The organization finds something they need for the money for, or it carries credit to them for an unexpected expense of an organization that will carry a deficit the following year," concluded La Mar.

"This is probably the most serious dilemma facing the SGA if we do not have money and the organization is allowed to continue as well write student activities off the wall," declared La Mar.

Two factors in favor of the Board of Trustees approving an increase are: (1) Without the increase in the Student Activity Fee, the operating budget of the college will be heavily burdened with making up the difference, and (2) the increase will go into a tuition increase. Student will merely be against the interest and requesting the right to increase their own SAF.

In the event that the Board of Trustees should refuse to pass the bill, the SGA will then have to go back to the Board and find out exactly how much the money the SGA can draw from the operating budget of the college.

Remind you Bruce, Vernon and company for the marvelous success in North and Yakima Dorms Sunday. Without those goldenrod tickets, we would have survived the day.

Mr. Steve Janaske - U-turns from the operating budget of the college, stated La Mar. "If we increased the Activity Fee we would have to look at the school operating fee," he said.

"If an increase in the Student Activity Fee should occur, it will first have to be passed by the Board of Trustees.

"If the trustees should refuse to pass the bill that the Student Activity Fee increase the amount of money given to the SGA budget by about $110,000.00, the SGA will not even be able to maintain the status quo of this year. But a reduction would have to take place in all SGA funded organizations to stay under the present $50,000.00 limit that can be given to the SGA from the student activity fee.

"We are presently paying twice and making up for the lack of an increase in the operating budget. Organizations that do not charge for their services, such as the publications, are being put under a greater strain to pull in more advertisements for revenue.

"We are presently nearing, and will meet this spring, the saturation point, where publications will not be able to meet advertising demands, caused by lack of funds and the average student will find himself paying from his pocket for more and more events on campus, instead of the money coming from the SGA. This is intolerable," declared La Mar.

Expanding on another argument, La Mar stated that it is difficult and nearly impossible to budget an organization when large amounts of revenue from ads or gate receipts must be estimated into the budget.

The SGA works with a limited reserve which as of September 22 was approximately $2300.00, and already a serious setback," stated the SGA Treasurer.

With an increase in the SAF, it would not only be easier to budget with less possibility of financial failure, but it would be cheaper for the students to study, would be carrying his own load of financial responsibility to the SGA.

"It would be cheaper because when we are forced to rely on large gate receipts, we must also reserve small amounts of funds for the organizations in case the expected receipts are not met," explained La Mar.

To illustrate his statement, La Mar cited an example, "The Committee of Student Legislature approves a budget for an organization. Legislation passes it, and in figuring in reserves for an organization, during the year it is discovered that reserves aren't needed.

"The organization finds something they need for the money for, or it carries credit to them for an unexpected expense of an organization that will carry a deficit the following year," concluded La Mar.

"This is probably the most serious dilemma facing the SGA if we do not have money and the organization is allowed to continue as well write student activities off the wall," declared La Mar.

Two factors in favor of the Board of Trustees approving an increase are: (1) Without the increase in the Student Activity Fee, the operating budget of the college will be heavily burdened with making up the difference, and (2) the increase will go into a tuition increase. Student will merely be against the interest and requesting the right to increase their own SAF.

In the event that the Board of Trustees should refuse to pass the bill, the SGA will then have to go back to the Board and find out exactly how much the money the SGA can draw from the operating budget of the college.

We have two alternatives. Just remember, society

"Remember you're never alone-just bit bewildered for awhile.

Students - When faced with the traumatic decisions we are confronted with in today's society just remember, whatever you decide it will be a decision.

Wanted: 10 new ping pong balls. Apply at SGA office.

Girls ... when in doubt, loosen up.

The Great Race at AENY WANTED 311 MORE APATHETIC STUDENTS FOR HPC.

La Mar cited an example, "The Committee of Student Legislature approves a budget for an organization. Legislation passes it, and in figuring in reserves for an organization, during the year it is discovered that reserves aren't needed.

"The organization finds something they need for the money for, or it carries credit to them for an unexpected expense of an organization that will carry a deficit the following year," concluded La Mar.

"This is probably the most serious dilemma facing the SGA if we do not have money and the organization is allowed to continue as well write student activities off the wall," declared La Mar.

Two factors in favor of the Board of Trustees approving an increase are: (1) Without the increase in the Student Activity Fee, the operating budget of the college will be heavily burdened with making up the difference, and (2) the increase will go into a tuition increase. Student will merely be against the interest and requesting the right to increase their own SAF.

In the event that the Board of Trustees should refuse to pass the bill, the SGA will then have to go back to the Board and find out exactly how much the money the SGA can draw from the operating budget of the college.

The revised Code, which is aimed at insurance of a more just execution of the laws, the new Code's formulators believe, have been taken out of the penal code and inserted for the first time into the SGA's code of conduct.

All SGA activities will be headquartered at the house, and the coeds are to aid in the direction of such programs.

Expending the feelings of the house's new residents, Miss Chas said, "We care more about it than we would a room in the dorm, and therefore there is more freedom in the home. It's more like a home."

Studios and fawns for the girls are the same as for the other female dorm students; they do not, however, enjoy the maid service given to the dormitories. The coeds share equal responsibility for the house's cleanliness.

The house sports ten spacious rooms, with the upstairs given over to the girls, leaving quarters and the first floor to SGA activities and the various visitors and students. One room is being used for storage upstairs, another for a study, despite the lack of desks.

Reconcepturing what had been a major consumer of the girls' leisure hours, and they have a chance to improve relations with the male SCA's for aid.

Judicial Branch Revised

A new penal Code and Judicial System will go for effect for HPC students as of October 1.

The revised Code, which is aimed at insurance of a more just execution of the laws, the new Code's formulators believe, have been taken out of the penal code and inserted for the first time into the SGA's code of conduct.

All SGA activities will be headquartered at the house, and the coeds are to aid in the direction of such programs.

Expending the feelings of the house's new residents, Miss Chas said, "We care

more about it than we would a room in the dorm, and therefore there is more freedom in the home. It's more like a home."

Studios and fawns for the girls are the same as for the other female dorm students; they do not, however, enjoy the maid service given to the dormitories. The coeds share equal responsibility for the house's cleanliness.

The house sports ten spacious rooms, with the upstairs given over to the girls, leaving quarters and the first floor to SGA activities and the various visitors and students. One room is being used for storage upstairs, another for a study, despite the lack of desks.

Reconcepturing what had been a major consumer of the girls' leisure hours, and they have a chance to improve relations with the male SCA's for aid.
Far more important than the particular recommendations of the Commission are the underlying themes that are common to all: Most student protesters are neither violent nor extremist. But a small minority of politically extreme students and faculty members and a few dedicated agitators are hindering the process of higher education. At times, their actions have contributed to campus unrest.

Many students have been irresponsible and even dangerously in pursuing their stated goals and expressing their dissent. Too many law enforcement officers have responded with unwarranted harshness and force in seeking to control disorder. Actions—and inactions—of government officials at all levels have contributed to campus unrest. The words of some political leaders have helped to inflame it. Law enforcement officers too often reacted impulsively or overreacted. At times, their response detracted from the fundamental issues of educational freedom.

The nation has been slow to resolve the issues of war and race, which exacerbate divisions within American society and which have contributed to the escalation of student protest and disorder.

All of us must act to prevent violence, to create understanding, and to resolve the bitterness and hostility that divide both the campus and the country. We must establish respect for the processes of law and tolerance for the exercise of dissent on our campuses and in the nation.

We advance our recommendations not as curbs, but as rational and responsive steps that should be taken. We summarize here our major recommendations, addressed to those who have the power to carry them out.

For the President

We urge that the President exercise his reconciling moral leadership as the first step to prevent violence and create understanding. It is imperative that the President seek to bring together before more lives are lost, more property destroyed and more universities disrupted.

We recommend that the President seek to convince political leaders and protesters alike that division and insulting rhetoric is dangerous. In the current climate of campus unrest throughout the country, the President should insist that no one play irresponsible politics with the issue of "campus unrest."

We recommend that the President take the lead in explaining to the American people the underlying causes of campus unrest and the urgency of our present situation.

To this end, nothing is more important than an end to the war in Indochina. Disaffected students see the war as a symbol of moral crisis in the nation in which, in their eyes, derives even law of its legitimacy. Their dramatic reaction to the Cambodian invasion was a measure of the intensity of their moral recoil.

We recommend that the President lead his personal support and assistance to American universities to accomplish the changes and reforms suggested in this report.

We recommend that the President take steps to assure that he be continuously informed of the views of the students and Blacks, important constituencies in this nation.

We recommend that the President meet with the governors of the states, with university leaders, with law enforcement officers, and with Blacks and student leaders. Each participant in these meetings should be urged to prepare with practical suggestions for restoring trust and responsibility in the campus whom he represents, and commit himself to continue this process of national reconciliation in frequent meetings throughout the school year.

For Government

We strongly urge public officials at all levels of government to recognize that their public statements can either lead or divide. Harsh and bitter rhetoric can set citizens against citizens, exacerbate the situation, and encourage violence.

In the current political climate of unrest, we urge the President must offer reconciliation leadership to reunite the nation, so all government officials at all levels must work to bring to their hostile factions together.

We urge state and local officials to make plans for handling campus disorders in full cooperation with one another and with the universities. We urge the states to establish guidelines setting forth more precisely the circumstances that justify ordering the federal National Guard to intervene in a campus crisis.

We recommend that the federal government review all laws affecting students and universities to determine that neither the policies nor administration of these governments threaten the independence or quality of American higher education. At this time of governmental pressure on American universities, the government should increase its financial support for American higher education.

We urge public officials to reject demands that entire universities be punished because of the ideas or views of some members, and to honor their responsibility to help preserve these institutions.

We support the continuing efforts of all formerly all-white universities to recruit Black, Mexican-American, Puerto Rican, and other minority students, and we urge that adequate government-sponsored student aid be made available to them. We recommend that in the process of becoming more representative of the society at large, universities make the adjustments necessary to permit those from minority backgrounds to take maximum advantage of their university experience.

For Law Enforcement

We have deep sympathy for police officers-local and state police, National Guardsmen and campus security officers-who must deal with all types of campus disturbances. It is impossible for them to judge, courage, and professionalism.

We therefore urge that peace officers be trained and equipped to deal with campus disturbances, firmly, justly and humanely. They must avoid both uncontrolled and excessive force.

Too frequently, local police forces have been undermined, improperly equipped, poorly trained, and unprepared for campus disturbances.

What Do You Think Of Woman's Lib?

I think they have some very worthwhile ideas. Most of the various segments of the movement are trying too hard to have their demands met by using the same methods as the black movement. I think they could be a little more original. For me, I don't see any point in fighting for the right to discriminate against someone who is doing as well as someone else, just because of sex, race, religion, or anything else. If a woman is willing to do a job and is capable of doing it, she should be allowed to hold that particular position.

KATY STEVENS

Senior

I think we ought to get some liberation. I think that most liberating movements, unfortunately, are extremist, I agree with most of the basic ideas, but I think the role of wife and mother should be foremost in their minds. I think women should have all their rights and responsibilities.

SHIRLEY MAIDES

Sophomore

I like Woman's Lib if it doesn't go too far. I mean when they start taking over businesses and governments. I don't think they should be in government. I think they should be involved in politics, but I don't think they should be in government. Women have always been their job to run the household and it seems to me that's where they should be.

KARY KEDMON

Senior

I think that there should be no job discrimination. I think women should have all the equal rights declared to them under the Constitution. I think we should have a moratorium. We haven't seen any changes. The issues should come about in a reasonable way.

ED GRUNE

Junior

Women should have all the equal rights declared to them under the Constitution, but here again, there is a biological difference. The roles of mother and father should be foremost in their minds. Women should be involved with their natural function as wife and mother. There should be no job discrimination against them. I believe in birth control and abortion, but mostly from the viewpoint of population explosion.

EARL REPSEER

Freshman

Once they get rid of the fascists, which exist in every movement, and when they get to the core of the issue, I don't think it's a logical bitter point. I don't think it's going to come about. Although I really dig some of the fringe benefits of being a woman, such as not being drafted, and being treated socially as a woman, I feel that the movement is too far left. I feel some of the issues, such as equal pay, should come about. The movement is too far left. I feel that the movement is too far left. I feel that the movement is too far left.

HELMI KOEDAM

Sophomore

"Women should have all the equal rights declared to them under the Constitution," but here again, there is a biological difference. The roles of mother and father should be foremost in their minds. Women should be involved with their natural function as wife and mother. There should be no job discrimination against them. I believe in birth control and abortion, but mostly from the viewpoint of population explosion.
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disturbances. We therefore urge police forces especially those in smaller communities, to improve their capacity to respond effectively to disorder. Sending civil authorities on to a college campus armed as if for war-armed only to kill—has brought tragedy in the past and this practice is not changed; tragedy will come again. Shoulder weapons (except for tear gas launchers) are very rarely needed on the campus; they should not be used except as emergency equipment in the face of sniper fire or armed resistance resisting them.

We recommend that National Guardsmen receive much more training in controlling civil disturbances. During the last three years, the Guard has played almost no role in the United States, but has been called to intervene in civil disorders in home communities more than 200 times.

For the University

Every university must improve its capability for responding effectively to disorder. Students, faculty, and trusted assistants must support these efforts. Universities must pull themselves together.

The university should be an arena for speakers of every point of view. We must hear every voice. The university should protect the right to express ideas in a reasonable and persuasive manner. They must recognize that they are citizens of a nation which is facing a confluence of diversity, and they must become more understanding of those with whom they differ.

Obviously, all members of the academic community, as individuals, should be free to participate actively in whatever campaigns or causes they choose. But universities as institutions must remain politically neutral, except in those rare cases in which their own integrity, educational purpose, or preservation are at stake.

University governance systems should be reformed to increase participation of students and faculty in the formulation of university policies that affect them. Universities cannot be run on a one-man, one-vote basis with participation of all members on all issues.

Universities must become true communities whose members share a sense of respect, tolerance, and responsibility for one another.

For Students

Students must accept the responsibility of presenting their ideas in a reasonable and persuasive manner. We must recognize that they are citizens of a nation which is facing a confluence of diversity, and they must become more understanding of those with whom they differ.

Students must protect the right of all speakers to be heard even when they disagree with the point of view expressed. Heckling speakers is not only bad manners but is immoral to all the values that a university stands for.

Students must face the fact that going moral support to those who are planning action is morally deplorable.

Students should be reminded that language that offends will seldom persuade. Their words have sometimes been as offensive to many Americans as the words of some public officials have been to them. Students should not expect their own views, even if held with unusual intensity, to be automatically and immediately to determine national policy. The rhetorical commitment to democracy by students must be matched by an awareness of the central role of majority rule in a democratic society, and by an equal commitment to techniques of persuasion within the political process.

The Commission has been impressed and moved by the idealism and commitment of American youth. But this extraordinary commitment brings with it extraordinary obligations: to learn from our nation's past experience, to recognize the humanity of those with whom they disagree, and to maintain their respect for the rule of law.

The fight for change and justice is the good fight, to drop out or strike out at the first sign of failure is to insure that change will never come.

This Commission is only too aware of America's shortcomings. Yet we are also a nation of enduring strength. Millions of Americans—generations past and present—have given their vision, their energy, and their patient labor to make us a more just nation and a more humane people. We who seek to change "America today build on their accomplishments and enjoy the freedoms they won for us. It is a responsibility we must not squander or destroy it.

"Man Is Not The Enemy," Says WLF

Tuesday evening, September 1, Wake Forest University welcomed to a crowd of approximately 1,200, Betty Friedan, a speaker for the National Liberation Front. "Man is not the enemy of women's Liberation," exclaimed Miss Friedan, "he is only another form of the oppression that has lasted for generations.

Discrimination against women in professions, schools, and wages, are the real issues involved in the Lib.

Miss Friedan urged action to end the rape of the sexes.

Fulfillment of a woman's role comes from helping her husband and children, not through her personal means.

Following World War II, women were forced to a role of subservience. With the advent of the TV, women tended to their husbands. They have begun to take part in Women's Lib without being sexists. The women are the things Miss Frieden demands.

They are humanized and dehumanized as sex objects: always employed as sexually frustrated. "Naturally, how do we resemble Marly Whitmore?" quipped Miss Frieden.

By the time most females come to college, they are deceived. The women have to fight their way up. Some of them have had to fight for their right to walk with a woman.

Women constitute 53 percent of the population in the US, and only controlled 1 percent of Congress in 1870. In the Civil Rights Act, No value is placed upon the work done by women.

"In politics, women are lazy looking up zip codes and licking stamps; but are we in the smoke filled rooms of the major fire or armed resistance resisting them.

The women on TV are always portrayed as objects; always protrayed as dehumanized. They are sex roles, always portrayed as dehumanized. They are sex objects, and are humiliated by them.

Women have begun to part in Women's Lib without being sexists. The women are the things Miss Frieden demands.

The women are often forcibly removed from their lives; always portrayed as dehumanized. They are sex roles, always portrayed as dehumanized. They are sex objects, and are humiliated by them.
There have been many active men on campus, but one has been especially busy setting up dances, concerts, and movies on behalf of the Student Union. Mr. James Humes, Major Marty Froystad may be a northerner from Westfield, New Jersey, but he has done a lot here in the south as far as working for HPC. Froystad was born in Brooklyn, New York but moved to New Jersey soon afterward. While attending Westfield Senior High School, he played a full four years of football. He wanted to play football in college but finally, after talking with a representative of HPC, he decided to attend Westfield. He played in the draft call came up and, Froystad is number 90 and is a little worried about next year. Not really looking forward to the service, he will go if he has to. Other than school work, Froystad held jobs in the summer. This summer he built a house and installed kitchen, worked in a clothing store, Chicken Delight, and our own Eckard’s has also kept him busy when he attended HPC summer school this summer. The SU has kept Froystad busy enough in the past year. He has been interested in his freshman year.

"I was just bored and tired of sitting around. I had no car so I decided to get involved in school activities," said Froystad. It was the SU’s first year and he helped with whatever came along. Sophomore year, he started running coffee houses and in his junior year, the Tobacco Road. This past winter he was elected to work as chairman of the Sunday night talent show for this years freshman class.

"The credit for the show also goes to the performers who worked so hard to present the really fun show," remarked Froystad.

Tower Players was another organization Froystad worked with. He had a big part in last years production of "Romeo and Juliet". He played the drums in the Ethereal scene of "The Skin Game".

"I’ve seen alot happening on campus," said Froystad, "as for the attitudes of the students. They seem more open aware of the things around them.

He remarked that the dances used to be flops and other ideas were never put on.

"The kids are really starting to participate in their school. In past years you never saw anyone in the Student Center or gathering on the grass," he stated, "and it’s nice to see that relaxed campus everyday.

"The biggest concern for the school is the student," said Froystad. While he works with students, he remembers it is really important to always have a good relationship with them.

Speaking about the SU as a good example of the campus culture, Froystad has been in the Orientation Committee since his sophomore year as chairman of the Sunday art exhibit open

Mr. Wesley Gaynor, Bursar, attended a Security Guard Training course in Raleigh, N.C., from September 21-23, and is now employed by HPC. Gaynor is a graduate of the University of North Carolina.

SGT was held for the purpose of finding possible successors, and helping to form a liaison between campus police and local public safety agencies, and to evacuate untrained officers off campus.

One subject discussed was that of a bomb scare. SGT felt that in such a case, it should first be determined if the scare is real or a prank.

In the event there is an actual bomb planted somewhere on campus, the fire department should be summoned, and nearby faculty from eight area institutions showing their work from 9 am until 5 pm Monday through Thursday.

Included in the exhibit are the works of students and faculty from eight area institutions showing their work from 9 am until 5 pm Monday through Thursday. Thirty-one award winning paintings by 26 different artists are now on exhibit in the Fine Arts Building.

The Piedmont University Center Student Art Exhibit began September 23 and will continue until this Friday, October 9. The public is invited to view the exhibit from 9 am until 5 pm Monday through Thursday. Thirty-one award winning paintings by 26 different artists are now on exhibit in the Fine Arts Building.

Professor Raiford Porter had works on display.

Other institutions represented includes Elon College, High School College, Queens College, St. Andrews, Davidson College, and Winston-Stanton State University.

Crew Thanked

Honoring students for work well done, Dr. Wendell M. Patton, Dean David W. Cole, and Dean Hill Guy hosted a dinner for students who worked during Freshmen Orientation.

Dinner was held in The Gold Room of the Sheraton Hotel in downtown High Point on Wednesday evening, September 23.

Following dinner, Dr. Patton gave the appreciation of the administration and help volunteered by the students.

Cole added that Orientation should have a continued process, not halting after the first few days of arrival at HPC.

Guy commented that he especially appreciated the Committee’s aid because "I was new and they made my job a whole lot easier."

Summing up the thoughts of the administration and volunteers, "We thought those students who had not gotten deserved recognition was our way of saying thanks."

The Freshmen Orientation Committee were the students responsible for helping the freshmen and transfers get acquainted with HPC.

The program consisted of a talent show, a football game, and a movie. The Committee voluntarily gave up some of their vacation to return to HPC a few days early.
Tennis Begins

Any student interested in trying out for the High Point College tennis team should contact Mr. Ray Alley in the office of Public Affairs. Fall practice is now in session and a number of matches with neighboring institutions have been scheduled.

SPC Meets

Student Personnel Committee met for the first time on September 17 with Mr. William Cope serving as chairman, and the following members were present: Mr. Manyon Idol, Mrs. Shirley Rawley, Mrs. W.B. Sharrock, Miss Nedly Dowall, Mrs. Pam Holton, and Miss Sue Johnston.

SU Gets New Head

Monday night at the Student Union's Governing Board meeting, Marty Froystad was raised to the position of co-chairman of the Student Union. Larry Johnson, the former head of the Student Union, will be the other co-chairman.

Students Appointed

Tuesday evening, September 29, the Student Legislature appointed the student members of the Student-Faculty Committee, the Educational Policies Committee, and the Library Committee.

Cross-Country Wins

Cross-Country team ran circles around Campbell College on September 30, beating them 33-22.

The Hi-Po Cross-Country team ran circles around Campbell College on September 30, beating them 33-22.
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Students Appointed

Tuesday evening, September 29, the Student Legislature appointed the student members of the Student-Faculty Committee, the Educational Policies Committee, and the Library Committee.
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Mike Gale and Sam Lemons. The Educational Policies Committee received two new members, Trudy Nathans and Linda Bagby. Cliff Loyd was reappointed for a second term of office.

All the new student members for the Library Committee are serving their first term. They are Dobby Stampfer, Ron Schoeffler, and Nate Cage.

Close it with your Sears Revolving Charge

Drop in and discuss a Sears Revolving Charge Account with us. Or just fill out the attached coupon and we’ll mail you a credit application. If you prefer, we’ll phone you at your convenience.

Sears believes young adults deserve credit

Sears, Roebuck and Co.
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High Point, N.C.
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Mr. Lawson Allen, Dr. Dennis H. Cooke, and Dr. E.R. Epperson have been selected to appear in the 1970 edition of OUTSTANDING EDUCATORS OF AMERICA.
Girls Match Appalachia

Opening the field hockey season on September 30, High Point matched skills with Appalachian College.

In the first twenty minutes of the game, Appalachia scored two goals. Freshman Jackie Siler, then scored a goal bringing HPC within one point of Appalachia. Appalachia scored again, but due to a penalty, it was not counted.

The second half opened with another goal by Appalachia, edging them ahead by two points.

Another HPC freshman, Nancy Crockett, scored a goal bringing the score to 3-2, the final score.

Two games are scheduled for tomorrow and Wednesday against Catawba College and UNC-CH, respectively.

"It was a fantastic day for a hockey game, sunny with a cool breeze," stated a freshman player.

Hi-Po Staff
Tonight Meeting at 7:00 in Room 9 of Harrison Hall

Mike Turnaul sets new record.

Hi-Po Staff
Tonight Meeting at 7:00 in Room 9 of Harrison Hall

When an Art Carved Jeweler Hits You with a Rock
It's Always a Beauty.

A Love Ring moood. One of many.
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It's about feeling. It's about communicating. "That's the way you事项, an approach was ordered to determine the cause. It was reported that no drugs were found in the apartment."

Her long hair covering her face cringed in pain. She said about her beginning, "They were playing the '50s crap on the radio. It had nothing. Then I heard Leadbelly (one of the beginning blues singers) and it was like a flash. It mattered to me and when I started singing, blues is all I wanted."

With Janis, the feeling came first, then the singing. "I read, I painted. There wasn't anyone like me in town and it was lonely. All those feelings welling up and I had no one to talk to."

"I know," you say, "I didn't start out to be a singer. I started out to be just like a person on the street, like everybody else. But suddenly I just sort of swept up into this singing thing. And, after I got involved in it, it got really important to me if I was good or not."

Janis Joplin, 27 year old rock star, was found dead on Sunday night, October 4, in her Hollywood apartment. She was clad in a nightgown, there were no signs of a struggle, but fresh hyperdermic needle marks were visible on her left arm and old marks on both arms. Rumored that she died of a drug overdose, an autopsy was ordered to determine the cause. It was reported that no drugs were found in the公寓."

Rev. Lawson felt that if racism is a major problem in society, black studies are important. The individual must decide upon whether he will conform to the church as it stands, work to omit the hypocrisy, or incorporate his own religious ideals while working outside of the church to improve conditions. Rev. Lawson, like most ministers, has had personal experience with racism. He has taken a stand, and confronted the problem face to face.

"I don't know how to do it any other way," she said about her explosive and exhausting style. "That's the truth. People are always astonished because of her rehearsals and she way too. 'Cause that's what I do man.' "But that's what the music is all about," she went on. "It's about feeling. It's about wanting. It's about needing and cramming yourself full of it. When you sing a song that means something to you, you turn everything back inside yourself and just sort of explore."
The institutionalized food served in the cafeteria leaves something to be desired. It is also true that the cafeteria atmosphere is not the most appealing. The tables in the straight rows conjure up thoughts of prisons.

but the trash, dishes, unlabeled food, and, sometimes, entire tableaux do not add to the atmosphere.

It is disgusting to see trays left on tables, because students are too lazy to deposit their trays in the receptacle, as they left the cafeteria.

The sight is not a pretty one as one enters the door, to see the cafeteria turned into a trash dump.

Another thing about the cafeteria situation that is aggravated by students, is the cutting in the front of the lunch lines.

Some students come to meals a half hour early, so they will avoid long lines, only to find that someone has joined in line to the head of the line, and who, will, undoubtedly, invite all his friends to join him in line.

Many students have classes or appointments, and must rush through lunch as soon as possible, only to be held up by the "cutters".

It is unfair to the students who have dutifully stood in line, to be made to wait even longer. Likewise, it is hard to the students to have to eat among trash, because some students were too lazy to return their trays.

To The Editor:

The need for an increase in the revenue will be introduced. This would include that a graduated pay scale which the student work force on this campus is subjected. One can hardly call it a scale as there are but one or two jobs on this campus that offer more than a $1.45 an hour. It is obviously ludicrous to conclude that an incoming freshman with little or no training in library science is any more qualified for a desk job than a master's student.

One such inequity is the inflexible pay scale which the student work force on this campus is subjected. One can hardly call it a scale as there are but one or two jobs on this campus that offer more than a $1.45 an hour. It is obviously ludicrous to conclude that an incoming freshman with little or no training in library science is any more qualified for a desk job than a master's student.

One of the serious problems not detected is the lack of adequate classroom space, and the rising pressures to cut back on the amount of publications. This is due in part to the increasing costs of living and academic pressures.

One of the serious problems not detected is the lack of adequate classroom space, and the rising pressures to cut back on the amount of publications. This is due in part to the increasing costs of living and academic pressures.

To The Editor:

I would like to endorse the position taken by the administration of the Student Government Association that an increase in the Student Activity Fee or in the allocation to the SGA from the college budget is imperative for the continuation of the many activities sponsored by the SGA.

This need for an increase is necessitated not only by the widespread increasing costs but also because, as in the case of the SGA has expanded in recent years, the SGA has leased refrigerators to students, supported the activities of one of the branches-the Student Union, and has been faced with costs which go with the increase in volume and quality of our publications.

If an increase is not forthcoming, many activities and publications will be cut short. The quality of activities will deteriorate to the point where it would be better to have nothing at all.

One might legitimately question the recent qualified audits of the SGA books. This is the third consecutive year that attempts have been made to increase control over monetary conditions and to correct previous errors and fraudulent practices. The audit this year-as I understand it-shows that not enough control was exercised over the outside sources of revenue for the various organizations.

However, that is not to say that President and Treasurer are keeping a vigil to insure that such problems do not recur.

I urge that the students support, and whenever there is a responsible member of the Board of Trustees, enact, measures which will increase the Student Activity Fee and other measures that will increase the revenue of the Student Government. An increase in the revenue will benefit the entire college community this year and in future years. I urge the board to take favorable action on this matter.

Sincerely,

Michael G. Carle
Student Government Assoc.
Tennis Team Tallies

Early last month the HPC men's team began fall practice at Coach Ray Alley at the gym. Response to the call for new players was small, but two experienced seniors returning and a few promising prospects.

Javier Sajines, a junior on Bethesda, Md., and fences Carolina Conference champion, will be the number two player this year. "Javier is playing the best ever seen him," remarked Coach Ray Alley. "If he keeps his current form up, he may prove to be quite an asset to the team this year as well as Justin Howard of High Point, who was sixth on the team last season.

The number two man, a junior, Paul Woodward, of Rockville, Md., and Bill Moore, of High Point, and freshmen for the Panthers as they won their first loss to Elon, 6r to 2, as Sajines walked over his opponent, but the remainder of the match went downhill for the Panthers as they won only one of the two doubles competitions and one other singles set.

Junior Mike Smith of Salisbury, Md., the only other victorious singles competition, may prove to be quite an asset to the team this year as well as Justin Howard of High Point, who was sixth on the team last season.

Other personnel that will be helping the hopes of the upcoming year. 1970-71 include senior George Freeze, of Wenonah, N.J.; sophomores Paul Woodward, of Rockville, Md., and Bill Moore, of High Point; and freshmen John and Gary Cordor, of Dover, Delaware.

This was quite evident in the first loss to Elon, 6r to 2, as Sajines walked over his opponent, but the remainder of the match went downhill for the Panthers as they won only one of the two doubles competitions and one other singles set.
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"For sure no minutes bring us more content, than those in pleasing, useful studies spent."

John Pomfret
Fall Weekend
Presents First Edition

FROM Life
COMES
RICHARD SHICKEL

New Judicial Constitution Waits For Student Body Vote
It looks as if the SU has done a fairly good job of planning Fall Weekend. Let's hope that students plan to attend the weekend events. The purpose of the activities is to provide HPC students with a few days of entertainment and enjoyment. As the saying goes, "The more, the merrier."
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**First Edition To Appear This Weekend**

Plans for this year's Fall Weekend include a dance at the Moose Lodge Friday night, October 25; a concert with Kenney Rogers and The First Edition on Saturday afternoon, October 26, in Memorial Auditorium, and another dance, probably to be held in the cafeteria, Sunday evening, October 25.

Despite rumors of breaking up, the Freedom 70 will play at the Moose Lodge Friday evening. Tickets cost $5 a couple.

**"Life" Movie Critic Speaks**

Life Magazine's lively film critic, Richard Schickel, comes to High Point College on Thursday evening, October 22. The program, which will be held in the auditorium of the Fine Arts Building, is scheduled for 8 pm, and is open to the public.

Schickel has had a wide-ranging and distinguished career as a film and literary critic, social commentator, author and editor.

Principal film critic for *Life* since 1964, Schickel is the author of four books on movies and the people who make them. "The Stars," hailed as "a first-rate work" by the New York Times, was a ground-breaking study of the effect of movie stars and the people who make them. "The Gentle Artist; of "The World of Goya," a biography of the artist; of "The Gentle Knight," a well received fable and for his many appearances as a guest speaker and panelist.

"I hope that as many people as possible will attend these events," commented Gruene. "If Fall Weekend is well-attended, then the SU will be able to plan more events for the remainder of the year.

The First Edition is composed of five members. Kenney Rogers is the man whose voice dominates the First Edition's sound. Rogers explained, "The regimentation of a large group is valuable experience, but eventually you have to gather your courage and go on your own. Now we have it our way, with our own music. And that means doing whatever we believe is right for us."

Terry Williams, guitarist, began as a studio guitarist for recording sessions around Hollywood, then got a steady job in the national distribution and promotion department of Warner Brothers Records. Next he joined the New Christy Minstrels, eventually helping to form The First Edition.

Singer Mary Arnold joined The First Edition while her roommate, Thelma Camacho left the group to strike out on her own.

Giving The First Edition its birth, is Mickey Jones, one of today's outstanding drummers.

Following the Saturday concert, The First Edition will travel to other schools for other performances.

**Blood Is Scarce**

Planning a seminar on ecology this fall, the Student Public Affairs Committee is busily working to set up a schedule that will include talks from different levels of government, and various other groups.

In addition, a panel of speakers from the University of Wisconsin, who also did graduate work in American Cultural History,

Recipient of a Guggenheim Fellowship, Shickel concurs: "I have been busily working to set up a schedule that will include talks from different levels of government, and various other groups.

By his work often anthologized, Schickel is well known for his frequent appearances on radio and television discussion programs and for his many appearances as a guest speaker and panelist.

**SPAC Plans Ecology Day**

Considering the amount of obviously healthy individuals walking around High Point College, it seems a shame that the Blood Drive held here on campus last Tuesday resulted in such a poor turn out.
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Hershel Haunts HPC House

By NANCY CROCKET

"Every theatre worth its stage has its ghost," stated Mrs. Carolyn Rauch, head of the drama department, "and High Point College is no exception."

Hershel Faquar is HPC's ghost, and he's come under the title of "silent assistant director." He has been here for three years, arriving with Mrs. Rauch when she began to teach at HPC.

Hershel's usual haunting spot is the top of the projection booth in the rear of the auditorium. Supervisor Rich Moore remarked, "You can see his face or his body, but never at the same time."

Hershel is the Tower Players' hardest critic. If he can not hear an actor or if he is displeased with a performance, he will throw things, burn light bulbs, cause skinned knees, burn out lights, cause diseases. If he doesn't like the show, he will throw things, burn light bulbs, cause diseases, and even cause sudden recollections of long-forgotten lines. For example, the leading man in "Once Upon a Mattress," was called away for National Guard duty in Greensboro on the day before opening night. Thanks to Hershel's connections, Montgomery was relieved of duty so he was able to be in the show. Unfortunately, a microphone was broken. These were only the technical problems Hershel caused during the "Skin Game."

During rehearsals, Hershel kept making the leading lady, Teresa Rimer, faint repeatedly. June Nummery, who played the mother, acquired a strange disease with symptoms similar to those of appendicitis. Fortunately, she got better, and was able to perform. Hershel can also make go right if he happens to like the production. He can even cause sudden recollections of long-forgotten lines.

Matt Vining: "I believe that the play is fine, but we need a change in the acting, or in the costumes, or in the production. The play is too slow and lacks variety."

"I hope that the play will go on and be a success," said Matt Vining, "but I think that the play will not be a success because of the acting."

Miss Lynette Wells, freshman, competed for and won the title of "Miss Hickory."

Student Slant

"Location for the new Student Center?"

Debby Stamper: "Since the proposed location across Montlieu Avenue beside Haworth Hall has been decided upon, there has been much criticism. I believe this criticism is unfounded because in this case it is felt that the Board of Trustees has exercised good judgment and planning. They have considered all the alternate locations suggested by students. They can give students, if they are willing to listen, logical and concrete reasons for their decision."

Debby Stamper: "I think that the best location for the new Student Center is where McCulloch dorm is. The men need a new dormitory. So they should tear down McCulloch and build a new men's dorm first."

Matt Vining: "I believe that the play is fine, but we need a change in the acting, or in the costumes, or in the production. The play is too slow and lacks variety."

"I hope that the play will go on and be a success," said Matt Vining, "but I think that the play will not be a success because of the acting."
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Debby Stamper: "Since the proposed location across Montlieu Avenue beside Haworth Hall has been decided upon, there has been much criticism. I believe this criticism is unfounded because in this case it is felt that the Board of Trustees has exercised good judgment and planning. They have considered all the alternate locations suggested by students. They can give students, if they are willing to listen, logical and concrete reasons for their decision."

Debby Stamper: "I think that the best location for the new Student Center is where McCulloch dorm is. The men need a new dormitory. So they should tear down McCulloch and build a new men's dorm first."

Matt Vining: "I believe that the play is fine, but we need a change in the acting, or in the costumes, or in the production. The play is too slow and lacks variety."

"I hope that the play will go on and be a success," said Matt Vining, "but I think that the play will not be a success because of the acting."

Miss Lynette Wells, freshman, competed for and won the title of "Miss Hickory."

By MARY KEEGAN

The Hi-Po was excited to be able to publish a real drama review on the Players production last spring. Unfortunately, the theatre was not the only stage that suffered. Hershel Faquar, the theatre's ghost, usually spoils most of his time in the projection booth in the auditorium. Hershel Faquar is HPC's ghost, and he's come under the title of "silent assistant director." He has been here for three years, arriving with Mrs. Rauch when she began to teach at HPC.

Hershel's usual haunting spot is the top of the projection booth in the rear of the auditorium. Supervisor Rich Moore remarked, "You can see his face or his body, but never at the same time."

Hershel is the Tower Players' hardest critic. If he can not hear an actor or if he is displeased with a performance, he will throw things, burn light bulbs, cause skinned knees, burn out lights, and cause diseases. If he doesn't like the show, he will throw things, burn light bulbs, cause diseases, and even cause sudden recollections of long-forgotten lines. For example, the leading man in "Once Upon a Mattress," was called away for National Guard duty in Greensboro on the day before opening night. Thanks to Hershel's connections, Montgomery was relieved of duty so he was able to be in the show. Unfortunately, a microphone was broken. These were only the technical problems Hershel caused during the "Skin Game."

During rehearsals, Hershel kept making the leading lady, Teresa Rimer, faint repeatedly. June Nummery, who played the mother, acquired a strange disease with symptoms similar to those of appendicitis. Fortunately, she got better, and was able to perform. Hershel can also make go right if he happens to like the production. He can even cause sudden recollections of long-forgotten lines.

Matt Vining: "I believe that the play is fine, but we need a change in the acting, or in the costumes, or in the production. The play is too slow and lacks variety."

"I hope that the play will go on and be a success," said Matt Vining, "but I think that the play will not be a success because of the acting."

Miss Lynette Wells, freshman, competed for and won the title of "Miss Hickory."
November 7th will mark the 8th annual Parents' Day SGA.
Parents' Day is set aside so that parents are able to meet with their children's faculty and administration to be able to become more familiar with the college.

Dr. Underwood, director of Parents' Affairs, is the creator of Parents' Day and is again in charge of this year's proceedings. This year the program has taken on a new look involving the entire "college family."

Father of Sherry Davis, sophomore, Mr. Richard C. Davis of Bethesda, Md., made suggestions last year to originate a week of evaluation.

November 27, is to be a week of evaluation, headed by the SGA.

Students, faculty, and administrative groups will each meet and prepare a list of five suggestions towards progress at HPC.

Parents and Associates and their president, Dr. Mal Harlem, will assemble at 2 p.m. for a business meeting to elect officers and to prepare their five suggestions.

Parents, students, alumni, faculty, and the administration will attend masses meeting at 3 p.m.

Suggestions from each of the sections will be heard and ten will be chosen for priority to be examined at

Finally at 4:30 pm in the Student Center, there will be a Student-Parent-Faculty Reception, for students to meet the parents.

The Tower Players will present "The Star-Spangled Girl" on Friday and Saturday evenings, November 6 and 7, respectively, at 8 pm.

Dr. Sam J. Underwood, Head of the English Department at High Point College, addressed the 39th session of the Columbia University in New York City on October 16-17.

Dr. Underwood addressed the convention on the topic "How to Tell Your Academic Story."

Five High Point College students, all members of the staff, also attended the conference and participated in the Yearbook Short Course.

The Hi-Po has reprinted below some of the more obvious changes in the penal code.

Dr. Underwood's paper will be published in the Columbia Scholastic Press Association Journal.

The new penal code is to be followed in all cases brought before Judical Council of the Student Government Association.

The five students were Beth Holcomb, Editor-in-Chief of the Zenith, and Jan Harwell, Ellen George, Steve Hunter, and Ross Jones.

The underwood's paper will be published in the Columbia Scholastic Press Association Journal.

Counsel Tries Case

In the first case of the 1970-71 school year, the Judicial Council found William Harlem, freshman, guilty of violating General College Rule No. 2.

Harlem was already on social probation for a previous offense when he was brought before the Council.

Dean Guy would have never brought the case up if Harlem hadn't already been on social probation," said Nate Cagle, Chief Justice.

Harlem was brought before the Council because he used obscene language in the presence of Mrs. Emma Wages.

As a result of the charges, Harlem is suspended from campus and classes for two weeks; he shall not be dropped from any courses; he shall be able to make up all work missed; and be placed on social probation for the 1970-71 school year.

"The Council did not feel the act was so bad, but his attitude towards a member of the staff was not in keeping with that of the staff," said Cagle.

Probation is defined by the Council as violation of any college rules or any rules in the present penal code.

If the new proposed judicial constitution is accepted by the student body, and the penal code goes into immediate effect, Harlem will still be held under the present definition of probation for the remainder of the school year.

The Hi-Po has reprinted below some of the more obvious changes in the penal code.

Penal Code
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High Point College freshman Mike Turnula of Bethelos, Md., seems to set a new cross country record each time out. In his first meet of the year he broke the old time of 27:40.6, and then against Pembroke State University Thursday, October 8, he smashed the mark with a time of 27:06. That's an improvement of 34.6 seconds.

The Panthers set a new national NAIA home run record last spring with a total of 46 roundtrippers, but have had trouble getting the ball over the fence this fall. In eight practice games this fall the Panthers have only one home run—a grand slam shot by Ron Singerman, a junior from Vienna, Va.

Two new coaches have been named at High Point. Coaching the golf team will be Joe Robinson, a member of the Business Department.

Nick Perlozzo, of Cumberland, Md., the only player to graduate off High Point's Carolina Conference singles champion.

The newest sport at High Point is soccer, which is being started as an "informal" club. One of the top prospects is Bolivian Javier Sanjines, a senior from Cockeysville, Md., a member of the cross country squad and has still found time to toss the javelin 197 feet in practice—which is his personal career best and only two feet off the school record of 199 feet by Gary Markland.

Fall track practice is in full swing at High Point and will be climaxd with a fall meet at Pembroke State on November 28. Walter Mantz, a resident of Bethesda, Md., is also the Panther's No. 1 tennis player and the Carolina Conference singles champion.

General John Kirkman returns to the Panthers for his second year as an "informal" club. One of the top prospects is Bolivian Javier Sanjines, a senior from Cockeysville, Md., a member of the cross country squad and has still found time to toss the javelin 197 feet in practice—which is his personal career best and only two feet off the school record of 199 feet by Gary Markland.

Full baseball season is over, the Panthers continue and basketball practice has begun. Coach Chuck Hartman's defending Carolina Conference baseball championship club.

The newest sport at High Point is soccer, which is being started as an "informal" club. One of the top prospects is Bolivian Javier Sanjines, a senior from Cockeysville, Md., a member of the cross country squad and has still found time to toss the javelin 197 feet in practice—which is his personal career best and only two feet off the school record of 199 feet by Gary Markland.

Fall track practice is in full swing at High Point and will be climaxd with a fall meet at Pembroke State on November 28. Walter Mantz, a resident of Bethesda, Md., is also the Panther's No. 1 tennis player and the Carolina Conference singles champion.

Full baseball season is over, the Panthers continue and basketball practice has begun. Coach Chuck Hartman's defending Carolina Conference baseball championship club.

The newest sport at High Point is soccer, which is being started as an "informal" club. One of the top prospects is Bolivian Javier Sanjines, a senior from Cockeysville, Md., a member of the cross country squad and has still found time to toss the javelin 197 feet in practice—which is his personal career best and only two feet off the school record of 199 feet by Gary Markland.

Fall track practice is in full swing at High Point and will be climaxd with a fall meet at Pembroke State on November 28. Walter Mantz, a resident of Bethesda, Md., is also the Panther's No. 1 tennis player and the Carolina Conference singles champion.
DR. PATTON TAKES

LEAVE OF ABSENCE

"Star Spangled Girl"

Opens Tonight

See page 3
Recommending

Every student has in some way been involved in Evaluation Day:
Each organization from SGA to dormitory councils, and Physical Education Majors Club to publications have been asked to submit five recommendations for progress.
By now each group has decided upon its recommendations. Tomorrow morning Big Ten will be selected to work on its 1970-71 "until they are completed or found to be realistic."

Of course some of the recommendations will take place this year. New dormitories require a bit of time to build. A lot of the suggestions are restorations of what the student body or SGA have proposed already.

Student Union has been wanting a Director for a long time. Any student leader who takes time into the planning of SU activities also realizes the importance of having a SU Director.

The student director would be more willing and capable to spend as much time as needed to work on activities. Most often the rest is put into the hands of the SU President. To ask students who are carrying 17 or 18 hours, not to have time on the side, to plan activities as large as Fall Weekend or Homecoming, is expecting an impossible task.

An experienced Director could advise the architect on the much needed conveniences and facilities in the new Student Center.

Perhaps with a Director who would be able to provide the campus with activities all week long, High Point College would not be termed a "suite-school."

Preparation

Parents' Day is here. And with it comes the annual clean-up. Freshman women were struck by a white-ghost moonlight. New clothes were put up in dorms. Unfortunately, the new curtains for the woman's dormitory complex were unable to be made in time for the start of the new year.
The maintenance department has been busy raking up leaves, washing off sidewalks, and repairing broken facilities in the dorms.

Of course, the cafeteria will bring out the tablecloths and decorations. And the food is sure to be good. It seems like those sort of activities should not last just for one weekend, but continue throughout the entire school year. Wouldn't it be nice if Parents' Day could be every weekend?

Compared To What

By Charles Golff

It being Parents' Week, I suppose I should paint a very pretty picture of campus and community. I am amidst autumn's golden leaves.

But there is more to High Point, North Carolina than the quaint homes along Monticello Avenue or your pleasant steak dinner at the Top of High and the quaint homes along Monticello Avenue or your pleasant steak dinner at the Top of High Point. The lack of complete comfort for the students to study during the college year is uncomfortable for students who are trying to work. The heat, and for four inches of rain_promoted immediately. The heat, and for four consecutive Parents' Days I have watched the smiles as well as lines drawn.

Parents, there is more to High Point, North Carolina than just meets the unobservant eye or ear.

I suggest you include it on your itinerary.

Do you sense the contrived atmosphere of a Parents' Day? For four years I've known the annual pilgrimage to HP, and for four consecutive Parents' Days I have watched the smiles as well as lines drawn.

With Parents' Day, one can predict a flurry of activity from this city between the department and a last minute fatal uplift.

For these reasons, Parents' Day should be replaced with a policy of hospitality and encouragement to visit the campus on every day of the academic year. Not so much to catch the city with its pants down. This is an easy enough feat during the Furnature Mart. But to provide parents with greater incentive into the visitations of campus and community life. I would enjoy seeing parents arrive announced on any given school day and apply it at attending classes, dining in our fine cafeteria instead of bedding down in either McCallow or Woman's Hall.

High Point, North Carolina, has been called "Little Chicago" and the "Sin City." It was for many years an infamous haven for organized crime. It remains infamous even now, but for subter reasons.

The political machinery of this city and its law enforcement are suspiciously close and closed. A search warrant is but a phone call away. This past summer I worked as a production controller for a nationally known furniture company. I asked the general manager, a member of an elite club in High Point called the "String and Splinter," whether there was any veracity to rumors concerning the existence of a prostitution ring during the Furniture Mart and an illnesses police chief's illegal ownership of a gambling establishment.

A broad "Chesapeake cat" grin shown on his face as he replied in the affirmative to both questions. He said not only do professional prostitutes inside the city during the Mart, but also many wives, mothers, and secretaries moonlight.

Quite a shocking backdoor to the church-studded streets of the heart of the bible-belt.

Every year a referendum to legalize the sale of liquor in the city appears on the ballot, and every year considerable church organizations defeat it. The paradox being that on Saturday nights the line of cars waiting to enter our neighboring town's ABC store stretches end to end.

It is not hard to imagine that many students spend as much time as needed to work on activities. Most often the rest is put into the hands of the SU President. To ask students who are carrying 17 or 18 hours, not to have time on the side, to plan activities as large as Fall Weekend or Homecoming, is expecting an impossible task.

An experienced Director could advise the architect on the much needed conveniences and facilities in the new Student Center.

Perhaps with a Director who would be able to provide the campus with activities all week long, High Point College would not be termed a "suite-school.

欢迎 Dale Mom

FRIDAY, NOVEMBER 6, 1970

Hi-Po

Welcome Dale Mom

Paul J. Woodward

Editorial's Mail

Dear Editor:
This letter is in opinion of a student at High Point College. Many students are faced with many disadvantages which impair them in obtaining an education. The temperature in the library is uncomfortable for students who are trying to study. The forecast is horrendous causing hunger pains or sickness at night. The learning process dwells on memorization and repetition rather than utilization. This is totally absurd.

Changes must be made now to benefit the students that are already in the college.

The library has an inadequate regulation of temperature to allow complete comfort for the students to study. During the fall term, students were used to cool the library. Instead, they caused much Student Union and only cooled off a small portion of the library. Now, since the weather is rather cool, the heat is turned up so much that students have to sit next to the windows to get cooled off, which makes them upset.

The cafeteria food (and I use the word food sarcastically) is actually not nutrition (nor) and cause a drive for students to seek restaurants where food can satisfy their hunger. It appears that the food is wrapped in grage, is cooked and is served in grage. However, many students seem to gain weight which is due to their patronage of Burger King, McDonalds and the campus snack bar. The students' time is mostly spent obtaining food at night and then sleeping.

If a student can memorize his text and regurgitate it on a test, he will pass with ease even though he has memorized it for only a few days at this process of learning is useless and time consuming. How can a student be motivated to learn something if he has to memorize thousands of facts? This method of learning is dead and should be ejected into oblivion.

Changes are NECESSARY for the college to meet the demands of better education. A bigger library is needed to contain its tremendous amount of knowledge that is increasing every year. A food committee should be established to provide for more

The committee can make reports to this administration, and the reports are even put into the hands of the SU President. While the students have to pay for the food and eat it, they should have the proper chance to vote on how it is run. Students must strive to motivate students to enter into learning instead of boring them with endless lecturers and regurgitation tests. Some suggestions for motivation are numerous independent student study groups, accompanying events, varied methods of material presentation, i.e., films, discussion groups, etc., increased number of seminars, tours, and less emphasis on grades. Times are changing. Will this college change?
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Campus Survey '70

By MICHAEL CARLE
HI-PO GuestColumnist

It has gradually become apparent over the past several years that campuses throughout the country are becoming more liberal or more conservative.

Many publicized occurrences come to mind. Events at Cornell, Columbia, and USC are efforts in the main to sway the respective administrations and faculties toward a more liberal posture. The events include seizure of administrative office buildings, mass demonstrations, and destruction of campus property with the principal result being the closing of the college for a period of time—not to mention the resignation of high college administrators.

On the other side are attempts by legislators and governors to curb the problems as they see them. Threats of "legislative" session of precipitation of supportive students, and decreased college operating budgets bring headaches and numerous problems to the already beleaguered campus. Instead of improving a deteriorated situation, such attempts only seem to cause more harm and later, after the heat debate, the revocation of restrictive measures.

After attempts of politicalization, campus "reconstruction" seem to seem to be the only way to solve the campus. One of the first heard is that it is the fault of President Nixon and Vice-President Agnew, or in earlier times, President Johnson. One can believe that the President and Vice-President are a partial cause of the trouble, but if there was any other President or Vice-President in office, one doubts the situation would be any different.

An alternative cause, of turmoil in the administration of the college for being inept in its handling of campus issues, this might be very accurate. One might examine why the administration did not do as well as expected. Could it be the lack of money or a governing board unschooled in the ways of the campus, legislating for the "younger generation."

Still another area in which blame might be found is the conservative tendency of the geographic region of the campus. Funds for colleges can be cut by legislators dissatisfied with campus events or thinking. Speakers, often of viewpoints antipodal with the views held by a majority of residents in surrounding areas, are invited to the campus, causing alarm.

For public and private institutions, the situation is the same. Campuses which do not conform to accepted standards may not even be able to afford inviting a single guest the following year.

What to be done in this cross current of action on our campuses? The answer is nebulous, unprecedented, and shrouded in controversy. Probably, there is a different answer with each different campus situation. What is needed to find the answers are capable, strong, independent campus administrators. They must be able to mediate differences between faculty, trustees, and students. They must be able to enforce their decisions. Administrators must be able to secure their campus from violence of any sort.

Administrators must be able to unite the campus as much as possible to stimulate the academic process without being dismayed by political beliefs of the region or various "interest" groups. The administration needs to be the executive authority on the campus, delegating certain authority to the faculty and students as a situation may warrant.

The time for many colleges to act is now. With procrastination and wishful thinking, problems will only accumulate and intensify. Truncated to call from industry, labor, other fields the best minds to assume positions in their administrations. New administrators should not expect a joy ride. They will be hampered in action. The decisions will be tough. However, with administrators capable of making decisions and executing them in the most feasible manner, one can expect results which should improve the campus situation in the United States.
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"The Great Pumpkin Lives Here" HPC students were informed that they were greeted Saturday night as a banner proudly displayed atop Roberts Hall.

The Great Pumpkin Lives Here!

In a letter recently sent out to his faculty staff and friends, Dr. Wendell M. Patton stated, "My physical examination showed a couple of areas which must have immediate attention...it is necessary that I leave the campus temporarily, and this will be effective November 9th, for the remainder of the semester.

Dr. Patton states that the administrative group will be "no different than we've been before. We will each do our professional jobs. We don't envision any problems or change unless something unique happens, and I don't anticipate anything happening."

Dr. Patton feels that the administration of the college is set up so that no one person is absolutely indispensable. Dr. Patton does not know where he will be located as he will not leave his position as Dean of Student Services.
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Mrs. Rogers Reveals Private Life

BY LINDA BAGBY

So many times when we view the bands and groups of today's musical world we tend to think of each performance with the individual performers functioning as integral elements of the whole, combining sounds, expressions, and emotions to create an individuality as a group.

One does not usually imagine the group's members as having roles other than musicians. To conjure up a picture of a private life is difficult.

Last weekend, a private life was available for examination; a side seldom contemplated was exposed by one who must be in the most opportune spot for such observation, Mrs. Margo Rogers, the wife of the renowned Kenny Rogers.

It was by mere chance that the conversation originated with Mrs. Rogers. Her warmth and personality encouraged further conversation, and before long I was involved in free flowing exchanges with her.

Within the hour and a half before the concert, I progressed from a casual acquaintance to a fantastic admiration of a person who has certainly mastered the balance between her own self as an individual and as one of her husband's greatest supporting fans.

The Rogers have two daughters, and reside in Los Angeles, California.

Whenever she is travelling with the group, Mrs. Rogers holds her own.

"Before they go on, I always have a 'zipper check.' You wouldn't believe the number of times Terry has gone out on stage with his zipper partially down," laughed Mrs. Rogers.

During each concert she is actively involved in the group's spirit. Amused by their antics, she acts as if it is the first time she has ever seen the routine.

She also has a clever knack of remembering people's names, later addressing them by first names, establishing a feeling of friendship.

A person who can readily close any gap that might exist between people surely leaves a feeling of comradeship and admiration. Encountering such a diversified range of roles during any road trip greatly strengthens the idea of such a beautiful person.

Mrs. Margo Rogers is definitely one of these beautiful people.
Panthers Continue To Pace

High Point's talented cross country runner continues to pace the Purple Panthers and set new records. Mike Turmala, a freshman from Rehobeth, Md., enjoyed his finest hour Saturday, October 31, at Campbell College as he finished first in the three-way meet that also included Richmond.

Turmala ran a 20.20 to set a new Campbell course record—which is 5.1 miles long—and defeated Richmond's Fred Guest, one of the top runners in the Southern Conference. Guest, a senior, was undefeated until he ran into Turmala. 

The Panthers defeated Campbell, but lost to the Spiders. Richmond scored 29 points, High Point 42, and Campbell 38. Low score wins.

Fred Guest, one of the top Junior-Sophm ore-Rally independents, had set new records. 
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The Sophomore-juniors, coached by Futrell, beat the Freshmen-Seniors by 1 point, final score 7-6, in Powder Puff October 20.

Sophomore-Juniors Rally

In Powderpuff Game

Powder Puff Football has now finished its second season. The game was played on Tuesday night, October 20. 

Sponsored by the Women's Recreation Association, the two teams were split freshman-senior against sophomore-junior. The split was picked last year by Cheri Palermo, and so it was decided that it would remain the same.

Objectives of the Powder Puff games are to have a function where there is no animosity against sex, age, or people. Also, by splitting the teams by classes there is an attempt to create more class unity.

Sue Wilson, headed the freshman-senior team as captain, and Cathy Plunkett was the sophomore-junior captain.

Reverend Mullinex was the coach for the freshman-senior team and Coach Futrell was the sophomore-junior coach. A 25 cent admission fee was collected from spectators, which will help pay for a WRA camping trip next spring.

Beverly Mechell started off the scoring with a first half touchdown for the sophomore-juniors. Her teammate, Cathy Plunkett, then got the point after.

First half score was 7-0 in favor of the sophomore-juniors.

In the second half Betty Sue Hodock scored for the freshman-seniors, but the point after was blocked.

Final score was 7-6 in favor of the Sophomore-Juniors.

The Panthers finished eighth in the State Meet in Raleigh Monday out of 15 schools entered. Duke won the meet in a run-away. However, High Point defeated Wake Forest for the fourth time this year.

Turmala, obviously feeling the effects of Saturday's race, finished 17th.

The next action for the Panthers comes November 9 where they host a strong Western Carolina team.

The Panthers will also host the NAIA District 26 championships on Saturday, November 14, and will be going for their third consecutive district title. In addition to the Panthers, other schools who will participate includes North Carolina Central University, North Carolina A & T University, and Guilford College. The Aggies finished second to the Panthers last fall.

The Panthers finished second in the State Meet in Raleigh Monday out of 15 schools entered. Duke won the meet in a run-away. However, High Point defeated Wake Forest for the fourth time this year.

Turmala, obviously feeling the effects of Saturday's race, finished 17th.

The next action for the Panthers comes November 9 where they host a strong Western Carolina team.

The Panthers will also host the NAIA District 26 championships on Saturday, November 14, and will be going for their third consecutive district title. In addition to the Panthers, other schools who will participate includes North Carolina Central University, North Carolina A & T University, and Guilford College. The Aggies finished second to the Panthers last fall.

Tuesday night, November 17, will be Panther Preview Night at HPC. The college will host three area high schools for short intersquad scrimmages, followed by an intersquad game in which the Panthers will be introduced. Tickets are $1 for adults, and 50 cents for students.
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